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 outdoor/indoor furniture design

totally designed and manufactured in Italy



www.plastitex.it www.acrobatik.it

JAQUIÓ is an entrepreneurial Italian challenge
born from the cooperation between
Plastitex
 
and Acrobatik
 
 

leader in the production of polyvinyl fabrics.

a design and communication consulting studio.



 
JAQUIÓ products are designed
to be used in a free and creative way.

essential and robust products coupled
with a fresh and funky style.



C-MOON // MARIE
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implemented with the best certified materials: 
guaranteed by Plastitex’s 50 years of experience
in the production of fabrics ranging
from polyvinyl plastics to 100% recyclable fabrics.

characterised by the best finishing details
offered by any Italian producer or manufacturer.



WATER POUFF // SOPHIE// MULTIBOX



JAQUIÓ usability and sustainability.

all products have removable linig and are designed 
to be disassembled so that they can be effectively
managed and disposed of in an immediate
and smart way…
for a real sustainable consumption and use.



“nomadic” elements that can live in the outdoor 
(garden, swimming pool, terrace, beach…)



 but great solutions for the indoor too. 
(hall, playground, kitchen, bathroom, wellness centre…)



 all coverings are washable, 
100% waterproof and flame retardant.

fillings are also available 
in a waterproof version.



// AMARCORD

// The original ‘60s and ‘70s sun lounges from Romagna beach resorts. 
Skilful craftsmen refurbish and re-upholster them with a brand new 100% 
recyclable fabric.
Only available in limited edition.



// SOPHIE

// Floor cushion with removable fabric, very soft and comfortable. 
The fabric is fully washable. The filling is a special non-allergenic 
material that maintains its original shape over the years.



// MARIE

// Floor cushion with removable fabric for outdoor use, very light and
waterproof. The fabric is fully washable. The EPS micro-sphere filling
is fully waterproof.



// C-MOON

// Half moon module with removable cover. The fabric is washable and very robust;
it doesn’t stretch, wear or discolour when exposed to sunlight or rain.
Available with waterproof ILPOKOTING® filling technology.



// WATER POUFF

// Cylindrical module with removable cover. The fabric is washable and very robust; 
it doesn’t stretch, wear or discolour when exposed to sunlight or rain. 
Available with waterproof ILPOKOTING® filling technology.



// MULTIBOX

// Box in ECOLEFINE®, 100% recyclable fabric.
Inside 6 cuschions with removable cover. The fabric is washable and very robust; 
it doesn’t stretch, wear or discolour when exposed to sunlight or rain.
Available with waterproof ILPOKOTING® filling technology.



// NIK&PIK

// Waterproof carpet’s module. 
The fabric is washable and very robust; it doesn’t stretch, wear or discolour when 
exposed to sunlight or rain.
The filling is soft, highly resilient and fully waterproof. Each anti-slip module 
has velcro connectors to create many different shapes and new colour combinations.



AMARCORD // C-MOON+WATER POUFF



 NIK&PIK+MULTIBOX // AMARCORD



WATER POUFF // MARIE+MARGAUX



AMARCORD // C-MOON+WATER POUFF// NIK&PIK



65cm 5cm

67cm 137,5cm

113cm
9cm

13kg

AMARCORD

70cm 70cm

40cm
2,5kg

WATER POUFF

140cm 140cm

40cm

70cm

5kg

C-MOON
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81cm

81cm

3cm

8cm

1,5Kg

4,5Kg

81cm 81cm

NIK&PIK

160cm

90cm 22cm

2,5kg

70cm 100cm

20cm

MARIE / SOPHIE

43cm

43cm

7cm
4kg

44cm 44cm

44cm

MULTIBOX

// DIMENSION



JAQUIÓ s.r.l.

 
via degli Apiari 2/a
34135 Trieste - Italy
//
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//
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